Introduction
Let V be an a ne space of dimension`over some eld IK. An arrangement A is a nite collection of a ne hyperplanes in V . We call A an`{arrangement when we want to emphasize the dimension of V . We use 6] as a general reference. Choose an arbitrary point of V and x it throughout this paper.
We will use it as the origin. If A is central, i.e., U = T H2A H 6 = ;, then it is convenient to choose the origin from U. Let S be the coordinate ring of V and identify S with the polynomial ring IK x 1 ; : : :; x`], where x 1 ; : : :; x`are a ne coordinates of V . For an integer p, 0 p `, consider the module of logarithmic di erential p{forms p (A) (see 2.1 for de nition). We usually simply write p = p (A) in this paper. It is a nitely generated S{ module. Put p = 0 if p < 0 or p >`. Now x a homogeneous polynomial f 2 S of a positive degree and de ne a coboundary operator df^on = p p by taking the exterior product with df. Then we have a cochain complex, which is also denoted by : = ( ; df^). In this paper, we study its cohomology groups H p ( ).
Let L be the set of all nonempty intersections of hyperplanes from A. (1) the cohomology groups H p ( r ) are nite dimensional for all p, (2) the Euler characteristic of the complex r is equal to (A; 1 ? r).
The outline of the paper is as follows. In order to prove Theorem 2 out of Theorem 1, we compare the two complexes and r . In Section 2, for this purpose, we introduce an increasing ltration p q (q 2 Z Z) to each p so that the E 1 {terms of the respective spectral sequences of the ltered complexes f q g and f( r ) q g coincide.
In Section 3, we de ne the cone cA of A. Note that cA is a central arrangement which is easier to handle than an a ne arrangement. We introduce an important short exact sequence (3.4) involving p (cA). In Section 4, we introduce the other important short exact sequence (4.1) involving Gr q p (A) = p q = p q?1 , which enables us, together with the short exact sequence in Section 3, to compare (cA) and (A).
We prove, as a by-product, in Section 5, the following a ne generalization of Solomon-Terao's formula for (A; t) 9 In Section 6, we compare the cohomology groups H p ( (cA)) and H p (Gr (A)) by using the short exact sequences introduced in Section 3 and 4. We prove Theorem 4. (Theorem 6.9) Suppose f 2 S, deg f > 0, satis es a certain genericity condition with respect to A. Then the following conditions are equivalent for every p;
In Section 7 we prove Theorem 1 using Theorems 3. Then, we \ap-proximate" the cohomology groups H p ( r ) by H p ( ) by using a spectral sequence argument and obtain Theorem 2. Theorems 2 and 4 imply immediately Theorem 5. (Theorem 7.10) If H p ( (cA)) = 0 (p 6 =`+1), then H p ( r ) = 0 (p 6 =`) and dimH`( r ) = j (A; 1 ? r)j for every f of degree r > 0 which satis es a certain genericity condition with respect to A.
This theorem can be applied to (1) arrangements in general position (Corollary 7.11), (2) arrangements whose cones are free (Corollary 7.12), and (3) 2-arrangements (Corollary 7.13). The cochain complex has a subcomplex q = q (A) which is de ned by q = q (A) : The following observation is easy but important: Lemma 2.9
Gr q r = Gr q ; q 2 Z Z: Proof. Note that df^is the part of the highest degree in the de nition of r f because deg f > 0. The result is now obvious from de nition. 2
Remark. This shows that the spectral sequences of these two ltered complexes share the same E 1 {term. If the both spectral sequences degenerate at E 1 {term, then we have H p ( ) ' H p ( r ). (1) h ; ! 1^!2 i = h ; ! 1 i^! 2 + (?1) p ! 1^h ; ! 2 i ; (2) h ; dfi = (f) for all 2 D(A); f 2 S; ! 1 2 p (A), and ! 2 2 q (A). We will often use the properties (1) and (2) To complete the proof one should notice that (!) = 0 by construction and check that (!) = . 3 . One checks easily that 3 Proof. Put H i = H i (K ) for every i. It follows from (3.5) and Proposition 3.1 that the action of f h on H p+1 is surjective. Since H p+1 is a graded module and f h is homogeneous of positive degree this implies that H p+1 = 0. Since H p+2 is also a graded module and x 0 has a positive degree the action of x 0 ?1 on H p+2 is injective. Now the result follows from the exact sequence (6.2). 2
The rest of the section concerns cohomology of a complex containing more subtle information about (A). Proof. Due to Proposition 6.5 it su ces to check that X @ a 2 D 0 (cA).
The check is straightforward. 2
De nition 6.7 A polynomial f is A{transverse if for every X 2 L(cA) the restriction of its homogenization f h to X has no critical points outside the origin.
Note that this is a generic condition for f with a xed positive degree. Proof. Recall H p (Gr q (A)) = H p (Gr q r (A)) from the Remark to 2.9.
Thus we can prove this by the same method as in the proof of Theorem 7.1.
2
The following theorem is Theorem 5 in the Introduction. Proof. Since H p ( (cA)) = 0 for p 6 =`+ 1, we have H p (Gr q (A)) = 0 for p 6 =`; q 2 Z Z by Theorem 6.9. Since H p (Gr q (A)) = H p (Gr q r (A)) from the Remark to 2.9, the spectral sequences of ltered complexes f q g and f( r ) q g are both E 1 {degenerate. Therefore dimH p ( ) = dimH p ( r ): Proof. When A is in general position, its cone cA is a generic arrangement (for the de nition, e.g., see 6, Def. 
